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INTRODUCTION

*I couldn’t open up a magazine, you couldn’t read a newspaper, you couldn’t turn on the TV without hearing about the obesity epidemic in America.*

Public awareness of the childhood obesity epidemic has become nearly as ubiquitous as obesity itself, and has propelled the issue onto the national stage. The topic of childhood obesity appears to be entrenched in both the political discourse and popular culture of the United States. For example, the spring 2010 premier of “Jaime Oliver’s Food Revolution,” a reality television program chronicling the efforts of a celebrity chef to combat the expanding waistlines of children in a West Virginia community, drew 7.5 million viewers. During the State of the Union Address in January of the same year, President Obama announced that First Lady Michelle Obama would be leading a nationwide campaign to address childhood obesity. With such acute public interest and concern, it is no great surprise that legal scholarship on the topic of childhood obesity abounds. However, very little has been written about racial disparities in childhood obesity. Given the intensity of the media spotlight shined on the topic of obesity generally, and the plethora of notes, comments, and articles on the topic, this omission is startling. This article attempts to rectify this glaring oversight.

The racial gap in childhood overweight and obesity is just one of many health-related racial disparities. Racial disparities exist in access to health care, quality of care, patient...
compliance, and in chronic disease rates and outcomes. Given this reality, racially disparate rates of childhood obesity are likely to have compounded consequences. Since a greater percentage of minority children are obese as compared with white children, a greater percentage of minority youth will likely develop chronic illnesses such as diabetes, asthma, and cardiovascular disease, which have been linked to childhood obesity. Racial disparities in access to care, quality of care, and chronic disease management will exacerbate disparities in disease outcomes and health status. Thus, by situating the gap in childhood obesity rates in the broader context of racial disparities in health care, the actual consequences of this racial gap become clear. Every effort should be made to reduce these racial disparities in childhood obesity and avoid these amplified costs.

Socio-economic status “explains some but not all” of the racially disparate rates of insurance coverage. Id. at 117. What impact the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act will have on health insurance coverage and access to healthcare among minority populations remains to be determined. Another indicator of access to healthcare is whether an individual has a usual healthcare provider, such as a primary care doctor. Id. at 120-21. Here too, the data reflects racial disparities. Id.

Quality healthcare is effective, timely, patient-centered, safe, efficient and equitable. Id. at 31. The quality of healthcare a patient receives can be assessed by evaluating a multitude of indicators, including:

Clinical performance measures of how well providers deliver specific services needed by specific patients, such as whether children get the immunizations that they need; [a]ssessments by patients of how well providers meet health care needs from the patient’s perspective, such as whether providers communicate clearly; [and] [o]utcome measures—such as death rates from cancers preventable by screening—that may be affected by the quality of health care received.

DISPARITIES REPORT, supra note 5. According to the National Healthcare Disparities Report, racial disparities exist in rates of child immunization, percentage of parents reporting poor communication with their children’s healthcare provider, and rates of cancer screening. Id. at 4-7. These particular differences are only a subset of the many factors that suggest a racial gap in quality of healthcare.

Compare Michael Dickson & Craig A. Plauschinat, Racial Differences in Medication Compliance and Healthcare Utilization among Hypertensive Medicaid Recipients: Fixed-Dose vs Free-Combination Treatment, 18 ETHNICITY & DISEASE 204, 204 (2008) (finding higher rates of patient compliance with hypertensive medication schedules among African-Americans than Whites), with Dennis E. Daniels, Antonio A. Rene & Vernie R. Daniels, Race: An Explanation of Patient Compliance – Fact or Fiction?, 86 J. NAT’L MED. ASS’N 20, 24 (1994) (concluding that race was not an important variable in patient compliance with hypertensive medication programs).

See, e.g., Diane R. Gold & Rosalind Wright, Population Disparities in Asthma, 26 ANN. REV. OF PUB. HEALTH 89, 95 (2005) (documenting higher rates of asthma among African-Americans than Whites); Carol L. Link & John B. McKinlay, Disparities in the Prevalence of Diabetes: Is it Race/Ethnicity or Socioeconomic Status? Results from the Boston Area Community Health (BACH) Survey, 19 ETHNICITY & DISEASE 288, 288 (2009) (noting that “[f]ederal agencies . . . and professional organizations . . . continue to identify race/ethnicity as a major determinant of the prevalence of diabetes in the United States,” and reporting that although racial disparities in diabetes are less pronounced when socioeconomic status and education level are controlled for, they nevertheless persist); Eric Peterson & Clyde W. Yancy, Eliminating Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Cardiac Care, 360 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1172, 1172 (2009) (“The incidence of hypertension is several times as high among blacks as among whites.”).

See, e.g., DISPARITIES REPORT, supra note 5, at 42 (reporting that lower extremity amputations in adults with diabetes due to poor disease management were approximately three times higher among African-Americans and Hispanics as compared to Whites); Gold & Wright, supra note 8, at 95 (noting higher rates of hospitalization and mortality among African-Americans with asthma than Whites); Peterson & Yancy, supra note 8, at 1172 (“Although, black patients with coronary disease, acute myocardial infarction, or heart failure have short-term outcomes that are at least as good as those among white patients, their long-term survival, readmission rates, and functional outcomes tend to be worse.”).

See infra Part I.B and accompanying notes.
Although politicians, policy gurus, entrepreneurs and plaintiff’s attorneys have all formulated solutions to the obesity epidemic rooted in their respective fields, this article will focus solely on proposed legislative solutions.\textsuperscript{11} While legislative proposals aim to reduce childhood obesity universally, they may not benefit children equally. In order to ensure that efforts to decrease childhood obesity are effective among African-American, Hispanic, and Native-American children and adolescents, it is important to identify and understand the contributors to childhood obesity that influence these children differently and/or at greater rates than white children. By examining the root causes and nature of racial disparities in childhood overweight, we will be more able to predict the impact of various types of legislation on obesity among minority youth. The goal of legislators, policy-makers and litigators should not be merely to reduce the racial gap, but to reduce rates of childhood obesity across the board. Finding effective solutions for African-American, Hispanic, and Native-American youth is essential to attaining this goal.

This paper will begin by providing background information about the epidemic of childhood obesity in Part II. To set the stage for the analysis that follows, this section will discuss the prevailing rates of obesity and identify its costs and consequences. Part III will examine three distinct racial disparities in childhood obesity: disparate prevalence, disparate rates of increase, and disparate likelihood of remaining obese into adulthood. Next, Part IV will identify and group causes of and contributors to the racial gap according to their source. Finally, Part V will identify and critique three legislative responses particularly well-suited to reducing the higher levels of obesity among minority children.

I. CHILDHOOD OBESITY IN THE UNITED STATES—GRASPING THE ENORMITY OF THE PROBLEM

A. The Magnitude of the Problem—Childhood Obesity is on the Rise in the U.S.

The number of overweight and obese children in the United States is staggering both as an absolute number and as a percentage of the population. The most commonly used measure of weight status, the Body Mass Index (“BMI”), measures weight in relation to height and classifies overweight and obesity for children and adolescents by age- and sex-specific percentiles.\textsuperscript{12} In

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{12} Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Overweight and Obesity: Defining Childhood Overweight and Obesity, http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/childhood/defining.html (last visited Feb. 26, 2010) [hereinafter CDC, Defining]. The popularity of the BMI method is likely due to its practicality; the only measurements required for calculating BMI, an individual’s height and weight, are easy to obtain. \textit{Id}. The BMI method for children is based on age- and sex-specific percentiles rather than a fixed numeric threshold:

For children and adolescents (aged 2–19 years), the BMI value is plotted on the CDC [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] growth charts to determine the corresponding BMI-for-age percentile. Overweight is defined as a BMI at or above the 85th percentile and lower than the 95th percentile. Obesity is defined as a BMI at or above the 95th percentile for children of the same age and sex. These definitions are based on the 2000 CDC Growth Charts for the United States and . . .
2008, there were 25 million overweight and obese children and adolescents in the U.S. Research has shown that these obese and overweight youth account for over one-third of the total population of American youth.

Rates of overweight and obesity have not always been so high; there has been a dramatic increase in these rates over the last three decades. Data collected in federal surveys from 1976 to 1980 and from 2007 to 2008 show that “the prevalence of obesity has increased: for children aged 2–5 years, prevalence increased from 5.0% to 10.4%; for those aged 6–11 years, prevalence increased from 6.5% to 19.6%; and for those aged 12–19 years, prevalence increased from 5.0% to 18.1%.” The doubling and even tripling of childhood obesity rates over the course of the last thirty years clearly demonstrates that childhood obesity is on the rise.

B. Do Big Kids Have Big Problems? The Effect of Overweight and Obesity on Children’s Health Status

The health consequences of childhood obesity can be dire. Although adult obesity has long been associated with an increased risk of many diseases, only recently have researchers begun to document the association between obesity in youth and various forms of disease. Diabetes provides one example of this phenomenon. The CDC reports that, Type 2 diabetes is increasingly being reported among children and adolescents who are obese. While diabetes and glucose intolerance, a precursor of diabetes, 

[c]lassifications of overweight and obesity for children and adolescents are age- and sex-specific because children’s body composition varies as they age and varies between boys and girls.

Id. Because the definitions used to calculate BMI have not been reset since 2000, more than five percent of children may, and do in fact, fall at or above the ninety-fifth percentile. Id.

Other methods used to identify childhood obesity and overweight include tricep or trunk skinfold thickness, waist circumference, and waist-to-hip ratio. Thomas N. Robinson, Reducing Children’s Television Viewing to Prevent Obesity: A Randomized Controlled Trial, 282 JAMA 1561, 1561 (1999).

13 Editorial, Obesity: Active Living in Diverse and Disadvantaged Communities, OBESITY & DIABETES WEEK, Apr. 21, 2008, at 171.


15 The National Center for Health Statistics (“NCHS”), as part of the CDC, conducts the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (“NHANES”) program. The surveys collected by the program consist of both physical examinations and interviews. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/data/trends.html (last visited Nov. 22, 2010).


17 Recent data indicates that the rapid growth of this problem may be slowing down. The CDC reported that “the obesity epidemic may be stabilizing.” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Overweight and Obesity: Obesity Prevalence Among Low-Income, Preschool-Age Children 1998-2008, http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/childhood/lowincome.html (last visited Mar. 17, 2011). For example, “[t]he prevalence of obesity in low-income two to four year-olds increased from 12.4 percent in 1998 to 14.5 percent in 2003 but rose to only 14.6 percent in 2008.” Id. Nevertheless, obesity rates show no sign of decreasing and remain a significant problem.

18 An adult is considered overweight if his or her BMI is between twenty-five and thirty, and obese if it is thirty or greater. CDC, Defining, supra note 12.
are common health effects of adult obesity, only in recent years has Type 2 diabetes begun to emerge as a health-related problem among children and adolescents.\(^{19}\)

Childhood diabetes can cause kidney failure and cardiovascular disease (“CVD”).\(^{20}\) Risk factors for CVD, such as high blood pressure, abnormal glucose tolerance and high levels of cholesterol, have been reported in obese youth;\(^{21}\) in fact, one study showed that seventy percent of obese children between the ages of five and nineteen have one risk factor, and thirty-nine percent had two or more risk factors.\(^{22}\) Studies have shown an association between childhood asthma, which has tripled in incidence since 1980,\(^{23}\) and childhood obesity.\(^{24}\) Obese children are at risk of developing many associated chronic illnesses.\(^{25}\)

The consequences of childhood obesity are not merely physical, but psychological, social, and academic as well. As one might imagine, overweight and obese children and adolescents are often the target of taunts, harassment and intolerance.\(^{26}\) The social discrimination that these youth face may come from their peers, family, school, or even members of the general public. This, in turn, can cause low self-esteem and impede social functioning.\(^{27}\) Some studies even indicate that obese children struggle academically,\(^{28}\) although others show no such association.\(^{29}\) Social stigmatization is one of the many costs of childhood overweight and obesity.

**C. Just a Little Baby Fat or a Life-Long Chronic Condition? The Likelihood of Obese and Overweight Children Becoming Obese and Overweight Adults**

Childhood overweight and obesity is problematic not only because of its impact on the


\(^{20}\) Id.


\(^{24}\) Elisabeth Luder, Thomas A. Melnick & Mary DiMaio, *Association of Being Overweight with Greater Asthma Symptoms in Inner City Black and Hispanic Children*, 132 J. PEDIATRICS 699, 699 (1998) (finding not only a higher prevalence of asthma among overweight children, but also an association between overweight and more severe asthma symptoms).

\(^{25}\) CDC, *Consequences*, supra note 19.

\(^{26}\) See generally Dietz, * supra* note 21, at 518-520 (discussing the various forms of social discrimination that overweight and obese youth encounter); see also M. B. Schwartz & R. Puhl, *Childhood Obesity: A Societal Problem to Solve*, 4 OBESITY REV. 57, 65 (2003) (noting the lack of research into teasing experienced by obese youth).

\(^{27}\) Schwartz & Puhl, * supra* note 26, at 65 (reviewing studies that find lower self-esteem among obese youth, but noting that other studies do not support this conclusion).

\(^{28}\) Id. (reporting on a study finding lower levels of education among overweight adolescents, and noting lower rates of college acceptance among obese students as compared to non-obese students with equivalent academic records).

\(^{29}\) Joann Williams et al., *Health-Related Quality of Life of Overweight and Obese Children*, 293 JAMA 70, 70 (2005).
health status of children, but also because of its impact on the likelihood of adulthood overweight and obesity. Although their specific results vary, a number of studies have found that overweight and obese youth are very likely to become overweight and obese adults. For instance, "one study found that approximately 80% of children who were overweight at aged 10–15 years were obese adults at age 25 years." Another survey showed that "[i]n 70% of cases, an overweight adolescent will remain overweight or obese as an adult." Additionally, the younger an individual becomes overweight, the more severe adulthood obesity is likely to be for that individual. Therefore, the effects of being overweight and obese in childhood are likely to continue beyond youth, into adulthood.

Since overweight and obese children and adolescents are likely to remain overweight and obese into adulthood, they are more likely to suffer from the diseases associated with adult obesity and overweight. The risks and consequences associated with adulthood obesity are numerous and well-documented. To name just a few, "[o]besity, defined as a body mass index (BMI) over thirty, is directly related to the onset of diseases including coronary heart disease, type II diabetes, stroke, gall bladder disease, sleep apnea, respiratory disease, hypertension, osteoarthritis, and some cancers." In fact, the correlation between overweight in youth and obesity-related diseases in adulthood is so strong, that for the first time in 200 years, the life expectancy of the current generation of children is expected to be less than that of their parents.

D. Big People Cost Big Money—The Economic Costs of Adult Obesity

As if the costs to health status and social and psychological welfare were not great enough, adulthood obesity costs the United States billions every year in medical expenses, disability payments, and lost productivity. In medical expenses alone, obesity costs a staggering $47.5 billion annually. The CDC estimates that when overweight is also taken into account, the cost of medical treatment is closer to $75 billion a year. On top of that, American businesses spend an additional $13 billion every year on disability insurance, sick leave, and higher health insurance premiums as a direct result of obesity. The Food and Drug Administration ("FDA")...
reported that in 2004, obesity cost the United States a whopping $117 billion. With obesity on the rise among children, and the strong likelihood that obese children will become obese adults, it is likely that the percentage of the adult population in the United States which is obese will increase, thus driving the economic impact of obesity even higher.

II. THE RACIAL GAP—RACIAL DISPARITIES IN THE PREVALENCE, INCREASE, AND OUTCOME OF CHILDHOOD OBESITY

Childhood overweight and obesity is a problem across the board in the United States; there is, however, a measurable and marked gap in the impact that the obesity epidemic has had on children of different racial backgrounds. First, disparities along racial lines in the rates of overweight and obesity are significant and growing. Second, minority youth who are obese are more likely than their white counterparts to remain obese into adulthood. Taken together, these disparities make up what this paper will refer to as “the racial gap.”

Overweight and obesity is more prevalent among children of a minority background than among white children. A study published in the *Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine* found that 31.2% of American Indian children, 22% of Hispanic children, 20.8% of African-American children, and 15.9% of white children were obese. This means that American Indian youth are nearly twice as likely as white youth to be obese and Hispanic and African-American children are over thirty percent more likely to be obese than white children. These gaps manifest very early in life. One study found that by three years of age, Hispanic children already had higher rates of obesity than African-American or white children. Although the differences exist in both boys and girls, they are much more pronounced in girls:

The most recent NHANES data (2003–2006) showed that for boys, aged 12–19 years: The prevalence rate of obesity was higher among adolescent Mexican-American boys (22.1%) than among non-Hispanic white boys (17.3%) and black boys (18.5%) . . . for girls, aged 12–19 years: Non-Hispanic black girls had the highest prevalence of obesity (27.7%) compared to that of non-Hispanic white (14.5%) and Mexican-American (19.9%) girls.

While it is very difficult to separate race from socio-economic status completely, studies show that even when socio-economic factors are controlled for, racial disparities in the prevalence of

---

39 *Combating the obesity epidemic: Hearing before H. Comm. on Gov’t Reform, 108th Cong. (2004)* (statement of Lynn C. Swann, Chairman of President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports) available at http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Testimony/ucm13816.htm (stating that with obesity on the rise among children, and the strong likelihood that obese children will be obese adults, it is likely that the percentage of the adult obese population in the U.S. will increase, thus increasing the economic impact of obesity).


43 Admittedly, race and socio-economic status are interconnected. Not all of the studies and surveys discussed in this article separate one from the other. I have specifically noted those studies that do.
childhood overweight and obesity remain.\(^44\)

Rates of increase in the prevalence of childhood obesity and overweight also differ according to race. An analysis of the NHANES surveys conducted between 1988 and 1994, and between 2003 and 2006, shows that the fastest rate of increase in the prevalence in obesity amongst adolescent girls occurred in non-Hispanic black girls (14.5%), followed by Mexican-American girls (10.7%), and finally non-Hispanic white girls (7.1%).\(^45\) The same survey showed only slightly higher rates of increase in prevalence of obesity among adolescent Mexican-American boys (8.0%) and adolescent non-Hispanic black boys (7.8%) than for adolescent non-Hispanic white boys (5.7%).\(^46\) The fact that the growth in rates of obesity are higher for minority children compared to white children means that the racial gap in rates of childhood obesity will only continue to widen, if left unchecked.

Finally, research shows that racial disparities in rates of childhood obesity become racial disparities in adulthood obesity. Because overweight and obese children are highly likely to remain overweight and obese into adulthood, any racial gap in childhood obesity may likely become a racial gap in adulthood obesity.\(^47\) Further, research shows that “[b]lack and Hispanic females are more likely than white females to remain obese from adolescence into young adulthood.”\(^48\) The well-documented racial gap in adulthood overweight and obesity further suggests that racial disparities do not end after childhood, but persist into adulthood.\(^49\)

### III. CAUSES OF THE RACIAL DISPARITIES IN CHILDHOOD OBESITY

Research into the causes of childhood obesity reveals a complex set of contributing factors that affect individual children in distinct ways. At the most basic level, obesity and overweight occur when children regularly consume more calories than they expend.\(^50\) However, this imbalance in caloric intake and expenditure is far from the whole story. Genetic, environmental, and behavioral factors all play a part in this phenomenon.\(^51\) Researchers posit that food choices at school,\(^52\) decreased physical activity,\(^53\) increased television viewing,\(^54\) reduced

\(^{44}\) *Pediatric Obesity,* supra note 41.

\(^{45}\) CDC, *NHANES,* supra note 42.

\(^{46}\) *Id.*

\(^{47}\) *See discussion supra Part I.C.*


\(^{49}\) Allison C. Morrill & Christopher D. Chinn, *The Obesity Epidemic in the United States,* 25 J. PUB. HEALTH POL’Y 353, 354 (2004) (reporting that 78% of non-Hispanic Black women are overweight and 50.8% are obese, 57.5% of non-Hispanic White women are overweight and 30.6% are obese, 71.8% of Hispanic women are overweight and 40.1% are obese, 60.1% of non-Hispanic Black men are overweight and 28.8% are obese, 67.5% Non-Hispanic white men are overweight and 27.7% are obese, 74.4% of Hispanic men are overweight and 29.4% are obese).


\(^{51}\) *Id.*

\(^{52}\) *See Editorial, Obesity: Children Obese Due to a Host of Unhealthy Pressures,* OBESITY & DIABETES WEEK, Oct. 8, 2007, at 7 [hereinafter Unhealthy Pressures] (“[T]he vast majority of middle schools (67 percent) and high schools (83 percent) have contracts with a soft drink bottling company, which in many cases gives students access to soft drinks all day long.”).
access to healthy foods, and parental influence all contribute to overweight and obesity. By no means exhaustive, this small list illustrates the complexity of causal factors for overweight and obesity.

Although there is a plethora of scholarship regarding the causes of childhood obesity generally, there is considerably less research about minority populations. Despite this deficiency, “the available evidence clearly shows that the higher rates of obesity in minority and low-income communities are associated with a plethora of unfavorable influences.”

This Part will examine influences that might help explain not just overweight and obesity in children in general, but also the disparate rate of overweight and obesity between white children and minority children. For purposes of this analysis, I have grouped these causes of overweight and obesity into three broad categories: school-based causes, neighborhood-based causes, and family-based causes. These classifications not only shed light on the root sources of the racial gap but also should help to guide legislative responses to childhood overweight and obesity.

A. School-Based Causes and Contributors

Schools may be one contributing factor to the racial gap in childhood overweight and obesity. Children and adolescents spend a significant portion of their lives at school and are susceptible to school-based influences:

Students spend about seven hours a day for 180 days a year in the school environment and most consume at least one of three meals per day in school. From 35% to 40% of adolescents’ total energy intake is being consumed in secondary school. Schools influence a child’s eating, drinking, and fitness behavior.

The influence schools have on children likely differs according to race. It is well documented that

53 See Philip R. Nader et al. Moderate-to-Vigorous Physical Activity from Ages 9 to 15 Years, 300 JAMA 295, 295 (2008) (“Decreased physical activity among American children and adolescents plays a critical role in the increase in childhood obesity. . . . [A]t least 60 minutes per day of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) is recommended . . . at age 9 years, children engaged in MVPA approximately 3 hours per day on both weekends and weekdays. Weekday MVPA decreased by 38 minutes per year, while weekend MVPA decreased by 41 minutes per year. By age 15 years, adolescents were only engaging in MVPA for 49 minutes per weekday and 35 minutes per weekend day.”).

54 See Thomas N. Robinson, Does Television Cause Childhood Obesity?, 279 JAMA 959, 959 (2008) (“Extrapolation of current viewing data reveals that between the ages of 2 and 17 years, U.S. children spend an average of more than 3 years of their waking lives watching television, not including time spent watching videos, playing video games, or using a computer.”).

55 Unhealthy Pressures, supra note 52 (“UIUC economist Lisa Powell found a statistically significant association between the availability of supermarkets and lower adolescent and overweight status.”).

56 Desiree M. Seeyave et al., Ability to Delay Gratification at Age 4 Years and Risk of Overweight at Age 11 Years, 163 ARCHIVES PEDIATRIC & ADOLESCENT MED. 303, 306 (2009) (reporting that children of overweight mothers demonstrate less self-control around food).


school environments are disparate across racial lines. Children of color are more likely to attend urban, high-poverty schools with fewer resources, less-credentialed teachers, and lower levels of parent involvement than white children. While an examination of the historical and social causes of racial inequality in education is outside the scope of this article, the fact that children spend a great deal of time in school environments rife with racial disparities may be important to understanding and addressing the racial gap in childhood obesity.

Given the amount of time children spend in school annually, and the racial inequalities in school funding, location, type, and size, schools would appear to be a logical source of the racial gap in childhood obesity. Studies lend some support for this hypothesis; research has shown important racial differences in school nutrition, access to competitive foods, physical education, and participation in school-sponsored sports. These disparities are discussed in greater detail below.

1. School Nutrition

The food served at school as part of the National School Lunch Program (“NSLP”) and the National School Breakfast Program (“NSBP”) may contribute to childhood obesity. As mentioned above, children consume more than one-third of their daily calories while in school. These calories may come from the NSBP, the NSLP, meals packed from home, or food purchased from a vending machine or school store. The NSLP offers federal funding to support the provision of free or reduced-cost meals to American children and adolescents. In 2008, the program operated in more than 101,000 public and private schools and provided lunches for 30.5 million students a day. The NSBP operates similarly to the NSLP and supplies breakfasts for seven million students every day. Data from the NHANES surveys shows that non-Hispanic Black students and Hispanic students were more likely than non-Hispanic white students and Asian students to participate in the NSLP. Consequently, any negative influence the NSLP or NSBP has on rates of childhood obesity and overweight is likely to have a greater impact on African-American and Hispanic youth as a group.

One goal of the NSLP and the NSBP is to provide nutritionally appropriate and healthful meals, but research indicates that the program is far from meeting this goal. According to the United States Department of Agriculture (“USDA”), which enforces NSLP guidelines,
School lunches must meet the applicable recommendations of the [1995] Dietary Guidelines for Americans, which recommend that no more than 30 percent of an individual’s calories come from fat, and less than 10 percent from saturated fat. Regulations also establish a standard for school lunches to provide one-third of the Recommended Dietary Allowances of protein, Vitamin A, Vitamin C, iron, calcium, and calories.\(^{65}\)

Despite these good intentions, shockingly few schools actually comply with the nutritional guidelines. For example, a government study found that eighty-five percent of elementary schools and eighty-seven percent of secondary schools exceeded the requirements for saturated fat.\(^{66}\) The problem appears not to be the creation or proliferation of nutritional standards but, rather, the implementation; although the federal government has established nutritional “requirements” for the NSLP, it leaves the decision of what specific foods to serve to local authorities.\(^{67}\) An excess of calories,\(^{68}\) fat,\(^{69}\) and saturated fat in the meals served through the NSLP will have a disparate impact on minority students because they participate in the program at higher rates than white students. Accordingly, research seems to indicate that the poor nutritive value of the meals served through the NSLP and the NSBP may be one of the school-based contributors to the racial gap in childhood overweight and obesity.

2. Competitive Foods

Competitive foods are another school-based contributor to the racial gap in childhood obesity. The term ‘competitive foods’ is used to denote food and beverage sources in schools other than school-served lunch or breakfast—in other words, foods that compete with the meals being served. Vending machines, school stores, and snack bars are all encompassed by this term. The food and beverages offered through these competitive sources are very often high in fat and sugar content.\(^{70}\) Such competitive foods sources have become widespread over the last few decades. For example, a study done by the University of Michigan found that “the vast majority of middle schools (67 percent) and high schools (83 percent) have contracts with a soft drink bottling company, which in many cases gives students access to soft drinks all day long.”\(^{71}\)

---

\(^{65}\) USDA, Fact Sheet, supra note 61, at 1.

\(^{66}\) Sally Hubbard, Taking Roll: An Assessment of State and Local Governance of School Wellness Policies, 5 IND. HEALTH L. REV. 201, 208 (2008) (“Such violations are common because, in the words of Former Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, Carol Tucker Foremon: [T]he ‘USDA has very few tools to require compliance.’”).

\(^{67}\) USDA, Fact Sheet, supra note 61, at 1; see, e.g., School District of Philadelphia: Satellite Lunch Menu, Apr. 2010, http://meredith.phila.k12.pa.us/satellitelunchme.html. In Philadelphia, for example, on the week of April 19, 2010, one local public school served: chicken nuggets on Monday, hamburgers on Tuesday, hotdogs or meatballs on Wednesday, pastrami or turkey sandwiches on Thursday, and pizza on Friday. Id.

\(^{68}\) See, e.g., Clifton C. Addison et al., Examination of the Food and Nutrient Content of School Lunch Menus of Two School Districts in Mississippi, 3 INT’L J. ENVTL. RES. & PUB. HEALTH 278, 283 (2006) (reporting that lunches in one school district exceeded the NSLP guidelines by 644 calories a day on average for students in kindergarten through sixth grade, and 483 calories a day for students in seventh through twelfth grade).

\(^{69}\) See, e.g., id. (reporting an excess of nearly 29 grams of fat per lunch above the NSLP guidelines for kindergarten through twelfth grade in one school district).

\(^{70}\) Carter, supra note 63, at 2180.

\(^{71}\) Unhealthy Pressures, supra note 52 at 1.
Competitive foods have proliferated through schools and across entire school districts in large part because of the profits schools stand to earn off of these contracts with soda, snack, and candy companies.\textsuperscript{72}

Research indicates that the availability of competitive foods impacts students’ consumption patterns. An article in the \textit{Journal of the American Medical Association} reported that students are less likely to consume fresh fruits and vegetables when their schools offer competitive foods in addition to the NSLP than when they only offer the NSLP.\textsuperscript{73} This suggests that competitive foods that are high in sugar, calories, and fat, may be replacing healthier choices, which may in turn contribute to weight gain, overweight, and obesity.

Competitive foods are contributing not only to rising rates of childhood obesity in general, but also to the disparate rate of growth among racial minorities. Professor Jorge Delva of the University of Michigan undertook to study the extent to which children have access to food of poor nutritional value in school.\textsuperscript{74} He concluded that racial minorities have more access to competitive foods and correspondingly less access to healthier foods like low-fat snacks.\textsuperscript{75} The study showed that Hispanic high school students were exposed to fast-food items during school lunch twice as often as African-American or white high school students.\textsuperscript{76} To the extent that the availability of competitive foods in schools contributes to overweight and obesity among students, it does so at disparate levels, and thus is likely contributing to the racial gap in childhood obesity and overweight.

However, there is reason to believe that the influence of competitive drinks is waning. The American beverage industry has voluntarily pledged to withdraw all soda from schools nationwide.\textsuperscript{77} This voluntary withdrawal was set to be completed in seventy-five percent of schools by 2009.\textsuperscript{78} Whether this will come to pass remains to be seen. Additionally, it is possible that sugary fruit juices, Gatorades, or flavored milks may just replace these beverages, thereby limiting the effect of any voluntary withdrawal. Also, there has been no equivalent pledge to withdraw competitive foods from schools, which may further diminish the impact of the beverage industry’s efforts.

3. Physical Education and School-Sponsored Sports

One final school-based cause that research indicates contributes to the disparate prevalence of obesity among children of different racial backgrounds is low rates of physical education (“P.E.”) and participation in after-school sports. Medical and dietary guidelines recommend that children exercise between thirty and sixty minutes a day.\textsuperscript{79} However, American

\textsuperscript{72} Cf. David S. Almeling, Note, \textit{The Problems of Pouring Rights Contracts}, 53 DUKE L.J. 1111, 1117 (2003) (“[I]n practice, schools encourage students to drink soft drinks because schools need the money that they derive from pouring-rights contracts.”).

\textsuperscript{73} Carter, \textit{supra} note 63, at 2180.

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Unhealthy Pressures}, \textit{supra} note 52.

\textsuperscript{75} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{76} \textit{Id}.


\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{79} Loeb, \textit{supra} note 14, at 324 (“The Institute of Medicine recommends that children engage in thirty minutes of exercise daily, and the Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommends sixty minutes each day.”).
schools are falling far short of providing sufficient physical education to meet these suggestions; a mere 3.8% of elementary schools, and 2.1% of high schools offer P.E. classes on a daily basis. The CDC reports that daily rates of physical education have not always been so low, but rather took a dive of fourteen percent between 1991 and 2003. These low levels of P.E. participation would not be nearly so significant if children and adolescents were fulfilling their recommended exercise guidelines through physical activity outside of school. The evidence, however, shows that en masse, they are not. Thus, it appears that decreasing levels of P.E. in schools contributes to the increasingly sedentary lifestyle of American youth, and accordingly, to expanding waistlines.

Research suggests that the quantity and quality of P.E. and school-sponsored physical activity that students engage in differs according to race, which may contribute to the racial gap in childhood obesity. One study found that schools with a high minority population reported offering significantly fewer minutes of P.E. class per week as compared to schools with a high white population. Minority students were also more likely to report attending a school without a gymnasium, without a playground, or without an adequate playground. In addition to engaging in a lower quantity of physical education, African-American, and Hispanic students also receive lower quality P.E. classes involving less vigorous exercise compared with their white counterparts. The disparities do not end with the final bell of the school day; minority students attend schools in which fewer students are involved in school sports teams. Thus, the opportunities for school-sponsored physical activity and the quality of that physical activity vary along racial lines, suggesting that this is one source of the racial gap in youth adiposity.

Research also indicates, however, that schools may not be the most important contributor to the racial gap. Significantly, “[a] study of 5,380 kindergartners and first-graders published . . . in the American Journal of Public Health found that children gained more weight during the summer than they did during the school year.” This indicates that even if school-based causes do contribute to childhood obesity and overweight, they are not the most influential contributors. It suggests that family-based or neighborhood-based causes may be of more significance than school-based causes. Additionally, studies have shown that the racial gap already exists in measurable quantities by the age of three. As most children do not attend school regularly until
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81 CDC, Factors, supra note 50.
82 Id. ("[L]ess than one-third (28%) of high school students meet currently recommended levels of physical activity.").
83 Meenakshi Fernandes & Roland Sturm, Facility Provision in Elementary Schools: Correlates with Physical Education, Recess, and Obesity, 50 PREVENTATIVE MED. s30, s33 (2010).
84 Id. at s32.
85 James F. Sallis et al., Ethnic, Socioeconomic, and Sex Differences in Physical Activity Among Adolescents, 49 J. CLINICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY 125, 130 (1996).
86 Unhealthy Pressures, supra note 52.
87 Anecdotal evidence seems to suggest that these disparities are increasing as a result of No Child Left Behind. See discussion infra Part IV.C.
88 Editorial, Kids Encouraged to Exercise; Loans Fund Gastric Bypass, AM. HEALTH LINE, June 25, 2008, at 1 (discussing Paul T von Hippel et al., The Effect of School on Overweight in Childhood: Gain in Body Mass Index During the School Year and During Summer Vacation, 97 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 696 (2007)).
89 Pediatric Obesity, supra note 41.
five or six years old, this further challenges the theory that school-based contributors fully explain the racial gap. Nevertheless, school-based causes are well documented and may be important in crafting effective legislative responses to childhood overweight and obesity in communities of color.

B. Neighborhood-Based Causes and Contributors

Research suggests that neighborhood-based causes contribute to the racial gap in childhood obesity. Most Americans live in racially homogeneous neighborhoods. In fact, evidence indicates that in the last quarter of the twenty-first century, distinct racial and ethnic groups became more, not less, residentially segregated in some American cities. As one might expect, these separate neighborhoods are not equal in many respects. Two discernable disparities—differences in food access and built environment—have been linked to obesity and overweight.

1. Food Access

Food availability and access has been shown to influence food choices and consumption patterns. Several studies have demonstrated a correlation between proximity to grocery stores and healthy restaurants, and lower incidences of overweight and obesity in both children and adults. Access to fresh fruits and vegetables has been shown to influence diet and BMI. Food availability can also have an unhealthy impact on dietary choices. Research suggests an association between the availability of fast-food stores and convenience stores and increased rates of overweight and obesity in youth. Children seem especially vulnerable to the impact of food access; unlike adults who may be able to travel by car, bus, or train to other food outlets, children are much more constrained in their mobility and hence in their food choice.

Food availability varies greatly between neighborhoods along both socioeconomic and racial lines. For instance,

high-income neighborhoods have a significantly lower proportion of fast-food restaurants than do lower-income neighborhoods. There are also racial disparities: predominately African-American urban neighborhoods have a significantly higher proportion of fast-food restaurants out of total restaurants compared with predominately white urban neighborhoods.

Corresponding differences in access to grocery stores and healthy food outlets have also been
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91 Id.
92 See Andrew Rundle et al., Neighborhood Food Environment and Walkability Predict Obesity in New York City, 117 ENVTL. HEALTH PERSPECTIVES 442, 442 (2009) (“Proximity to supermarkets has been positively associated with consumption of a healthy diet and negatively associated with overweight or obesity.”); see also Unhealthy Pressures, supra note 52 (“UIC economist Lisa Powell found a statistically significant association between the availability of supermarkets and lower adolescent and overweight status.”).
93 See Rundle et al., supra note 92; but see Navarro, supra note 4, at 384-85 (suggesting that access to health food alone has no impact on food choices among minority populations if the healthier choices are cost prohibitive).
94 Unhealthy Pressures, supra note 52.
95 Id.
noted. Predominately African-American or Hispanic neighborhoods had lower levels of “BMI-health food outlets” per capita as compared to white neighborhoods. In sum, “[b]ecause food availability influences consumption, less wealthy minority neighborhoods are at a distinct disadvantage regarding food choice.” Food access is strongly indicated among contributing factors associated with racial disparities in childhood overweight and obesity.

2. Built Environment

A second important way that neighborhoods contribute to the racial gap in youth weight status is through the built environment. The phrase “built environment” is used throughout obesity literature to refer to the physical design of a neighborhood which may either encourage or inhibit physical activity. This term “encompasses, inter alia, street layout, zoning, recreation facilities, transportation options, parks, stairs, and public spaces.” Hypothesizing how the built environment affects levels of physical activity and, consequently, weight status is easy. Members of a community with ample public fields, parks and pools, and/or with pedestrian running and bike paths may be more likely to engage in healthy activities because of their proximity to these facilities; by comparison, communities designed without recreational public spaces and/or with narrow sidewalks and frequent intersections may discourage exercise. The impact of the built environment on children may be especially pronounced because their limited mobility and financial resources inhibit their ability to seek out alternative public or private venues for exercise and recreation. In addition to the obstacles presented by a neighborhood’s physical structures, children may also be deterred from engaging in exercise and play outdoors for fear of traffic hazards and/or neighborhood violence.

Studies support the conclusion that the built environment affects weight status. An article published in the Journal of the American Medical Association concluded that “[e]mpirical evidence now suggests an association between these design elements and physical activity, which is related to overweight and obesity.” Additionally, the CDC reports that its research “has also indicated that two of the main reasons given as reasons for not exercising are lack of structures or facilities (such as sidewalks and parks) and fears about safety.” Conversely, higher levels of community safety are positively associated with higher levels of physical activity.

Further, studies report disparities in the built environment between predominantly minority neighborhoods and largely white neighborhoods. Minority communities have fewer parks, fewer playgrounds and other recreational facilities, and higher levels of violence, than do
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96 See Rundle et al., supra note 92, at 444-45.
97 Lee, supra note 48, at 511.
98 Rundle et al., supra note 92, at 445.
99 Hayne et al., supra note 58, at 399.
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C. Family-Based Causes and Contributors

Many believe that parents and families are largely, or even exclusively, to blame for childhood obesity. The family unit is perhaps the single most influential entity in a child’s life. Children spend more time at home than anywhere else, and consume most of their calories in their home or with their family. Families and parents, therefore, have great access to and influence over many behavioral factors that influence weight status, including eating habits, physical activity, sleeping habits, television viewing and breastfeeding as an infant. Some of these family-based contributors to childhood overweight and obesity have a disparate impact on minority populations. Family influence on eating habits and television viewing may help to explain the racial gap in youth weight status, and thus deserves more particularized attention.

1. Parental Influence on Eating Habits

The theory that families and parents have the ability to strongly influence the consumption patterns of a child is supported by several studies. Caretakers can influence a child’s eating habits in many ways, including through the monitoring of food choice, soda and beverage intake, frequency of meals, and regularity of meal times. The effect familial monitoring can have on a child’s weight status is complex; research has confirmed that parental oversight of consumption habits can decrease a child’s likelihood of becoming overweight or obese. For example, consuming sugary beverages, such as soda, and skipping breakfast have been linked to childhood obesity.\(^{107}\) Theoretically, both of these behaviors should be within the scope of familial control and susceptible to positive parental influence. However, evidence also suggests that parental involvement can have deleterious effects on eating habits and weight status in some unforeseen ways. One might expect that eating dinner as a family would decrease the likelihood of obesity in youth. However, one study found the opposite: “[s]urprisingly, eating dinner

\(^{105}\) Hayne et al., supra note 58, at 399; Lee, supra note 48, at 509.

\(^{106}\) Abby C. King et al., Personal and Environmental Factors Associated with Physical Inactivity Among Different Racial-Ethnic Groups of U.S. Middle-Aged and Older-Aged Women, 19 HEALTH PSYCHOL. 354, 359 (2000) (reporting that eighty-one percent of white women reported feeling safe walking or jogging in their neighborhood, as compared to seventy-one percent of black women; thirty-six percent of white women reported heavy traffic, whereas forty-five percent of black women did; eighty-six percent of white women reported enjoyable scenery compared to eighty-two percent of black women; sixty-seven percent of white women see others exercise frequently contrasted with sixty-two percent of black women; and twenty-five percent of black women reported high crime levels in their neighborhoods as compared to only sixteen percent of white women).

\(^{107}\) See David B. Allison & Richard D. Mattes, Nutritively Sweetened Beverage Consumption and Obesity: The Need for Solid Evidence on a Fluid Issue, 301 JAMA 318, 320 (2009); see also Lee, supra note 48, at 508.
regularly with parents increased the likelihood of staying obese. Although sharing family meals could be considered a protective mechanism of parental monitoring, it is also a context in which parents may serve as role models for less healthy eating habits.108 Clearly, family environment and parental oversight have the ability to impact a child’s weight for better or for worse.

Familial influence over eating habits may contribute to the racial gap in childhood obesity. Research has identified a strong intergenerational influence of parental obesity.109 Both boys and girls are more likely to become obese as children and remain obese into adulthood if their parents were obese.110 Like the study involving family dinners discussed above, one explanation for this association is that obese parents model unhealthy eating habits and pass them on to their children. A recent study published in the Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine found that children of mothers who are overweight have less self-control around food.111 Because a greater percentage of African-American and Hispanic adults are overweight and obese than white adults, the intergenerational effect obesity has on eating habits will be greater on minority children. Thus, parental role-modeling of eating habits is likely one contributor to the racial gap in youth weight status.

Research also suggests that minority parents would have a less positive influence on their children’s consumption patterns. One study found that children of color “were less likely than white children to eat meals at the same time daily.”112 Because skipping meals has been associated with an increased risk of childhood obesity,113 minority parents may be foregoing an opportunity to instill healthy behaviors in their children. Evidence also suggests that higher rates of stress and time constraints on working parents may inhibit parental monitoring of diet choices.114 Finally, breastfeeding as an infant has been associated with preventing overweight and obesity in adolescence.115 According to the CDC, only 54.4% of African-American mothers initiated breastfeeding as compared to 74.3% of white mothers and 80.4% of Hispanic mothers.116 Taken together, the evidence indicates that one of the family-based contributors to racially disparate rates of childhood overweight and obesity is differing parental influence over children’s eating habits.

It has also been suggested that minority parents may contribute to the racial gap by

108 Lee, supra note 48, at 523.
109 Id. at 517.
110 Id.; see also Jeanne Van Cleave, Steven L. Gortmaker & James M. Perrin, Dynamics of Obesity and Chronic Health Conditions Among Children and Youth, 303 JAMA 623, 627 (2010) (finding an association between maternal obesity and child obesity).
111 Anderson & Whitaker, supra note 40.
113 Berthold Koletzko & Andre Michael Toschke, Meal Patterns and Frequencies: Do they Affect Body Weight in Children and Adolescents?, 50 CRITICAL REV. FOOD SCI. & NUTRITION 100, 100 (2010).
114 See Lee, supra note 48, at 510. The study found this obstacle with regard to parents of lower socio-economic status (“SES”). Because race and SES are so closely associated, minority parents are more likely to experience these inhibitors as a group.
instilling in their children different cultural preferences with regard to food and/or body-size. The prevalence of obesity and overweight among communities of color has led some to theorize that these communities are more accepting of overweight figures. Research into this hypothesis has been inconclusive. While some studies conclude that African-American women are less dissatisfied with their body-size as compared to white women and perceive themselves to be thinner than they in fact are, other studies have shown no difference in attitudes, perception, or body-size preferences along racial or ethnic lines. While further research is needed to establish the existence of disparate cultural body-size preferences, it does appear that perception of childhood overweight varies according to race. A study published in *Obesity* reported that “[a]fter controlling for parent BMI, African-American parents were twice as likely to underestimate the weight of their overweight child compared with white parents.” The same study also found that neither socio-economic status nor parental education was associated with accurate perceptions. Additional research is also required to understand the influence of ethnicity or race on food preferences. One study showed that mothers tend not to offer foods they dislike to their children, and that mothers’ and children’s food preferences are moderately related. This suggests that mothers will in fact pass cultural food preferences on to their children. However, what those cultural food preferences are, and how they influence adiposity, is not yet fully understood.

2. Television Viewing and Media Exposure

Across the United States, children view a shocking amount of television and media on a daily basis. A recent study conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation (“KFF”) reported that on an average day, children and adolescents between the ages of eight and eighteen spent nearly four and a half hours watching T.V. When other forms of media are taken into account, such as music, internet, video games, and movies, this number increases to ten hours and forty-five minutes per day. Given these high levels of television viewing and media exposure, it is not surprising that many have suggested television and media may be contributing to the rise in childhood obesity.

Television viewing has in fact been linked to obesity and overweight in children. One study found that “boys and girls with greater BMIs and trunk skinfolds were more likely to report
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118 Id.
120 Id. (“Parental education was not associated with the accuracy of child weight perception, nor was participation in the federal-free and reduced-lunch program.”).
123 Id.
watching more television." Television has been shown to impact youth weight status in two ways: by contributing to sedentary lifestyles and supplanting physical activity, and by influencing dietary choices and food consumption in response to viewed advertisements. It appears that both of these mechanisms contribute to the obesity epidemic: “[t]here is some evidence that children who watch more television are less physically active . . . [and] there is evidence that adolescents who watch more television eat higher-fat diets and that high-calorie food advertisements influence children’s snack choices and consumption.” The Institute of Medicine (“IOM”) reported that advertising is particularly influential among youths because they are unable to understand the persuasive content of the ads they view. Given the control caretakers have over television viewing, this may be another important family-based contributor to the epidemic of childhood obesity.

Companies marketing food are aware of children’s developmental inability to understand persuasive content in television advertisements and spend significant sums of money specifically targeting this vulnerability. Evidence shows that “American children are exposed to 40,000 advertisements per year, of which 72% are for candy, cereal, and fast-food.” The food and beverage industries spend eleven billion dollars on advertising and twenty-two billion more on consumer promotions ever year. Researchers reported that “[i]n 2006, major food and beverage marketers spent $1.6 billion to promote food and beverage products among children and adolescents in the United States.” The food and beverage industries spend billions marketing to children because they realize one simple fact—children change their consumption patterns in response to television advertising.

Levels of television viewing and media exposure are far from equal across youth of different racial backgrounds. For instance, one report found that non-Hispanic black boys and girls were nearly twice as likely to report watching four or more hours of television a day as compared to the general population. Furthermore, the KFF report found that white children averaged just over eight hours of media exposure a day, while African-American and Hispanic children averaged thirteen hours per day. These disparate rates of television and media exposure suggest that the impact television has on weight status would be greater among minority populations. This may be especially true given the insidious marketing techniques used by the
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133 Robinson, supra note 54, at 959.
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industry, including

the ‘imbalance’ in the content that minority and low-income children are being exposed to via media. A telling example is that television programs that primarily feature African Americans show more food commercials for high caloric foods than general prime time television does. Similarly . . . [a] content analysis of movies showed a prevalence of stereotypical food-related behaviors with respect to body shape, gender, and ethnic background.135

Different rates of television viewing between children of different racial backgrounds, in combination with racially-targeted food marketing, appears to contribute to the racial gap in childhood overweight and obesity.

IV. LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES TO THE OBESITY EPIDEMIC—THE THREE APPROACHES MOST LIKELY TO AFFECT CHILDREN OF COLOR

The rise in the number of overweight and obese Americans has not gone unnoticed. Politicians at the federal, state, and municipal level have proposed a wide variety of legislation aimed at turning the tide on the mounting obesity epidemic. These legislative proposals run the gamut, “from silly to serious.”136 One legislator even went so far as to propose that restaurants be banned from serving obese diners.137 All silliness aside, Congress, state legislatures, and local municipalities have considered, and in many cases adopted, an array of legislation aimed at curbing increasing rates of obesity.138 Some of the remedies considered or adopted include school BMI reporting,139 state task forces140 local wellness policies,141 changes to school nutrition,142 physical education requirements,143 menu labeling,144 zoning changes,145 the Federal Safe Routes to School Program,146 food and soda taxes,147 bans on food marketing,148 and trans-fat food

135 Navarro, supra note 4, at 382 (internal footnotes omitted).
137 Id.
139 Id. (reporting that since 2003, eight states have enacted legislation which mandates BMI screening in schools).
140 Id. (reporting that since 2003, fourteen states have enacted legislation which establishes a state task force on childhood obesity prevention).
141 Loeb, supra note 14 at 296-97.
142 AM. ACAD. OF PEDIATRICS, supra note 138 at 29 (noting that since 2003, twenty-seven states have passed legislation which addresses school nutrition).
143 See discussion infra Part IV.C.III.
144 AM. ACAD. OF PEDIATRICS, supra note 138 at 28 (noting that in 2009, twenty states introduced legislation that would require nutritional information on the menus of certain restaurants).
145 See discussion infra Part IV.B.III.
146 For a discussion of this program, see Loeb, supra note 14 at 314.
147 See, e.g., Victoria Stagg Elliott, States Battle Obesity Epidemic with New Laws, American Medical
Legislators and academics have been busy fashioning solutions to the obesity epidemic. Despite the legislative energy that has been focused on obesity, little consideration has been given to minority populations specifically. Of the many legislative proposals described above, some were intended to target the issue of obesity generally, while others were formulated with childhood obesity in mind. Few, if any, of these remedies have been directed at addressing the particularly significant burdens of obesity in minority communities and among minority children. Because tackling the unique causes of adiposity among children of color is not a goal of these proposals, there is reason to doubt what impact these responses will have on reducing or eliminating childhood overweight and obesity in these communities.

In order to effectively reduce the prevalence of obesity among African-American, Hispanic, and American-Indian youth, legislation should be targeted to the causes and contributors which affect these groups in particular. Obesity legislation should not take a one-size-fits-all approach. Instead, legislators should consider the unique contributors driving the higher rates of overweight and obesity among children of color when crafting a legislative response to childhood obesity. Overly general solutions that fail to take into account the empirical research are unlikely to be successful. However, a tailored approach that targets the major causes of disparate obesity rates may have a shot at reducing the rates of overweight and obesity in minority children and adolescents.

As evidenced above, the major causes and contributors to the racial gap can be grouped according to three main sources: schools, neighborhoods, and families. Consequently, an effective method of combating the racial gap must address all of these causes. This article will identify three legislative solutions likely to address these root causes: a ban on television marketing of junk food to children; land-use planning to address food access and built environment concerns; and reform of physical education requirements. The arguments in favor of these particular remedies are laid out below.

A. Banning Television Marketing of Food to Children

1. The Current State of the Law

To date, the federal government does not restrict food marketing to children. The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) is the agency with primary responsibility for regulating the advertising of food and beverages. However, the FTC’s authority to regulate food marketing to

News, Mar. 24, 2008 (“New Mexico’s Legislature is debating whether to add a 1% tax to the sales of television sets and video game consoles to finance a ‘No Child Left Inside’ fund that would pay for outdoor education programs. Also, at least 17 states and the District of Columbia have added taxes to soda and junk food.”).

children is currently limited. In 1978, the FTC attempted to use its authority under the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits “unfair and deceptive acts or practices,” to ban the advertisement of sugary foods to children under the age of eleven. The FTC staff began by conducting an investigation culminating in a report to the Commission concluding that:

[T]here was sufficient evidence to suggest that both (1) the televised advertising of any product directed to children too young to understand the selling purpose of, or otherwise comprehend or evaluate commercials and (2) the televised advertising of sugared products to children of all ages may be unfair and deceptive within the meaning of section 5 of the FTC Act, thus requiring an appropriate remedy.

Pursuant to this report, the FTC initiated a comprehensive rulemaking process. This endeavor, known as KidVid, was a political debacle. Bowing to political pressure, Congress enacted the FTC Improvements Act of 1980 which withdrew the FTC’s authority to regulate televised advertising to children under the “unfair” prong of the FTC Act. While the agency retains the authority to regulate under the “deceptive” prong of the Act, it has not yet done so.

The Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) has also declined to regulate televised food advertising to children and adolescents. In 1990, Congress enacted the Children’s Television Act (“CTA”). The CTA directed the FCC to “prescribe standards applicable to commercial television broadcast licensees with respect to the time devoted to commercial matter in conjunction with children’s television programming.” Under the CTA, the FCC has limited the amount of television advertising permitted during children’s television programming, but has not limited its content. The FCC has declined to regulate content, explaining that the FTC has more expertise in the area of deceptive or unfair marketing practices.
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The current administrative approach to food and beverage advertising on television is to encourage the food and beverage industries to self-regulate. In 2006, several major food companies joined together with the Council of Better Business Bureaus to form the Children’s Food and Beverage Advertising Initiative (“Initiative”). Members of the Initiative publicly pledged to voluntarily improve the nutritional profile of food and beverages marketed to children. The Initiative did not promulgate any uniform standards for increasing the nutritive value of foods advertised to children and companies were allowed to set their own guidelines. Given that standards differ by company, self-regulation does not have an industry-wide impact. If self-regulation does occur, it happens only at the corporate level through internal self-monitoring.

2. Why the Current State of the Law is Inadequate

With respect to childhood obesity, industry self-regulation has been a resounding failure. Government regulation of food marketing to children is necessary in order to combat overweight and obesity among minority youth for several reasons. First, as described in detail above, food marketing to children has an insidious effect on their diet. Numerous studies demonstrate that the advertisements children view on television impact their food preferences, requests, and consumption. Part of this is no doubt due to the cognitive limitations of children. Developmentally, many children and adolescents are unable to grasp the persuasive content of food advertisements and so are especially susceptible to their influence; records subpoenaed by the CDC indicate that major food and beverage companies are aware of this vulnerability and exploit it for pecuniary gain. One researcher concluded that telling children that certain foods are “just for them . . . explicitly attempt[s] to undermine family decisions about food choices by convincing children that they, not adults, should control those choices.” Given the calculated techniques employed by food marketers, it would be futile to rely upon the industry to reverse course and begin protecting children by shielding them from manipulative and effective marketing. Rather, this function must fall to government regulation.
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169 Parents alone cannot shield their children from the entirety of food marketing available. As U.S. Rep. Edward Markey (D-Mass.) put it, “[m]ost parents are not in the position to control what kids see—they are both working. While these kids have all these unhealthy choices presented to them in the media . . . I’m prepared to press the FCC to put on the books rules to protect kids from unhealthy messages.” Susan Linn & Courtney L. Novosat, Calories for Sale: Food
Governmental regulation of food marketing is warranted because self-policing by the industry is insufficient. A major study of the Children’s Food and Beverage Advertising Initiative found that the Initiative had a limited, albeit positive, effect on food advertising to children—between 2005 and 2009, there was approximately a twelve-point decrease in the marketing of very low quality food compared to food marketing overall, and a corresponding twelve-point increase in the marketing of moderately nutritional food compared to marketing overall.170 Despite this positive shift, the study concluded that levels of televised advertising of junk food are still intolerably high:

Despite industry claims that food marketing to children would be limited to healthier products through the initiative . . . more than two-thirds (68.5%) of all advertising by participating companies is for foods and beverages in . . . the lowest category of nutritional quality . . . products [that] should be consumed only on 'special occasions, such as your birthday.' Roughly one-third (31%) of the food ads from companies participating in the initiative are for . . . products, which have moderate nutritional value but should be consumed only 'sometimes, at most several times a week.' Healthy food advertising is invisible. Ads for truly healthy . . . products, such as vegetables, fruits, whole grain breads and other products that can be consumed 'anytime,' account for less than 1% of all advertising from participating companies.171

Self-regulation has produced marginal and inadequate changes in food marketing to children and adolescents. If a more radical transformation in televised advertising to youth is going to occur, it will have to come from governmental regulation and not the self-policing of the food and beverage industry.172

Finally, food marketing is one of the important family-based contributors to racially disparate rates of childhood overweight and obesity.173 African-American and Hispanic children view more hours of television per day as compared to white children, and so are exposed to more food advertisements.174 Even if rates of television viewing were equal across races, minority children would still be exposed to more advertisements for soda and junk food because of the racial profiling used by food and beverage marketers.175 In order to effectively address childhood overweight and obesity among minority populations, the disproportionate effect of television
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junk-food marketing on these groups must be addressed. Although Congress cannot enter into every child’s home and turn off the television, Congress can do something to effectively address the problem: eliminate junk-food advertising to children. By banning television advertising of unhealthy food and beverages to children, Congress would greatly reduce the corrosive effect of food marketing on youth, particularly among African-Americans, American-Indians, and Hispanics.

3. Proposed Solutions and Potential Obstacles

Scholars, advocacy groups, and legislators alike have all propounded proposals for increased federal regulation of food and beverage marketing to children. All of these stakeholders agree that Congress has the power to prohibit deceptive or misleading advertising.176 Because children and adolescents are unable to fully appreciate the persuasive content of advertisements, marketing practices that would be considered harmless when targeted at adults assume a deceptive character when aimed at youth. Accordingly, Congress and various administrative agencies have the authority to regulate such misleading food and beverage advertisements to children.

Despite this foundation of agreement, stakeholders diverge as to which regulatory agency would best assume authority over this venture. It has been suggested that marketing of sugary cereals, sodas, fast-food and other junk food could be restricted by giving a mandate to the FCC, the FTC, or even the Department of Commerce.177 Although a Congressional mandate vested in either the FTC or the FCC could be effective, the latter is a superior choice for several reasons. The FCC already regulates children’s television and advertising under the CTA, so regulating the content of those advertisements would be a natural extension.178 Also, unlike the FTC, Congress does not need to repeal any earlier legislation in order to give the FCC the authority required to institute a ban on junk food marketing.179 One final reason that the FCC may be preferable is that the agency has already expressed some interest in the matter. A portion of the FCC’s website is delegated to the issue of “Media & Childhood Obesity,” and beginning in 2006, the FCC participated in a task force on the issue, suggesting the FCC’s willingness to become involved in fighting childhood obesity through regulation.180 Conversely, the FTC appears to have a long institutional memory of the KidVid fiasco and has resisted appeals to once again become involved in regulating food and beverage marketing to children.181

A ban on television advertising of nutritionally poor food to children will encounter
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several practical obstacles. To begin, it will take considerable political will to motivate Congress to mandate that the FCC promulgate such restrictions. Legislators and members of the public alike have objected to governmental involvement in the obesity epidemic on several grounds, including the notion that obesity is an individual, not a governmental, problem. However, even proponents of this individual responsibility theory should admit that children are different for the purposes of government oversight. Children do not have the same level of autonomy or mental capacity as adults, and thus do not have the same level of responsibility for their choices. Protections that might seem paternalistic if applied to adults are appropriate and justified when employed to protect youth. Supporters of legislation will also, no doubt, have to face significant efforts by the food and beverage industry to protect their vested interests. The anti-obesity lobby has grown considerably in strength and number since the KidVid debacle thirty years ago, and may now have sufficient political clout to challenge these entrenched business interests. Finally, if the popularity surrounding Michelle Obama’s “Let’s Move” initiative and “Jaime Oliver’s Food Revolution” are any indication, popular opinion may have shifted sufficiently that the requisite political will now exists.

Perhaps the greatest potential obstacle to a complete ban on food advertising to children is the constitutional protection of commercial speech. The United States Supreme Court has declared that “[t]he First Amendment . . . protects commercial speech from unwarranted governmental regulation.” Commercial speech, however, enjoys a lesser degree of constitutional protection than other categories of speech. According to the Court in Central Hudson Gas v. Public Service Commission of New York, commercial speech that is related to illegal activity or that is deceptive does not warrant constitutional protection, and may be banned. If the speech is neither misleading nor related to illegality, then the state must have a substantial interest in order for restrictions on commercial speech to be upheld. Assuming a substantial interest, the regulation must meet two further criteria in order to be constitutional: (1) the regulation “must directly advance the state interests involved,” and (2) the interests must not be “served as well by a more limited restriction on commercial speech.” Scholars have fiercely debated the viability of a ban such as the one proposed in this article under the standards established by the Supreme Court in Central Hudson.

In order to survive constitutional scrutiny, both Congress and the FCC should be mindful of these constitutional standards and craft legislation and regulation in such a way as to meet all of these requirements. To begin, regulation should attempt to frame the covered advertisements as misleading under the Central Hudson test by incorporating the findings of studies, such as
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those discussed in Part V(A)(II) above, which conclude that the marketing practices of the food and beverage industry often mislead children. If courts find that such advertisements are deceptive and therefore do not serve to inform the public, the regulated speech would be stripped of all constitutional protection.

However, the constitutionality of regulation should not rely on this claim of deceptive speech alone but should instead be drafted to overcome the other requirements of Central Hudson as well. Congress and the FCC should carefully identify the substantial governmental interest at stake. This aspect of Central Hudson should not be hard to satisfy; there is compelling evidence that childhood obesity has significant medical and financial repercussions both in youth and in adulthood, but it should nevertheless be explicitly supported in the record.

To pass Central Hudson scrutiny, regulators must also demonstrate that the restriction on commercial speech directly advances the state’s interest and is no more extensive than necessary to advance that interest. Many studies, such as those discussed in Part V(A)(IV) below support the conclusion that a reduction in and/or ban on junk-food advertising to children and adolescents would substantially decrease demand for junk food and decrease levels of obesity. By incorporating such findings into the regulation and/or the record, Congress and the FCC can attempt to show that the limitations on commercial speech directly advance their substantial governmental interest. In order to meet the requirement that restrictions on commercial speech be no more extensive than necessary, regulation should carefully and thoughtfully draw a line between impermissible junk food advertising and permissible health food marketing. Although this line-drawing exercise may be challenging, all regulation has to define the core terms involved with thought and care, and an agency like the FCC should be up to the task. Additionally, the ban should be restricted to children’s television networks and children’s television programming, so as not to infringe on the permissible marketing of unhealthful food to adults. A ban that extends to adult television shows would likely be struck down as overly broad under Central Hudson. By framing regulation with Central Hudson in mind, a ban on the televised advertisement of junk food to children should be able to withstand constitutional scrutiny.

Finally, the FCC should consider how a ban on television advertising may push food and beverage marketing toward other media, such as the internet, video games, and movies. Although television is by far the largest source of media exposure among children and adolescents, the FCC should consider regulating food marketing via other mediums and adopt any regulations it deems necessary and consistent with constitutional standards.

4. The Promise of Success

Although empirical research into the effect of an advertising ban on food and beverage consumption among American children is limited, the existing evidence suggests that a ban on televised food marketing could greatly impact the prevalence of childhood overweight and obesity. A mathematical simulation model designed to estimate the possible effects that a ban on food advertising would have on childhood adiposity found that a complete ban on food advertising on TV could reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity in the U.S. by between 2.5 and 6.5 percentage points. With childhood obesity hovering around seventeen percent
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currently, this would amount to a reduction, among obese individuals, of between fifteen and thirty-eight percent. In addition to reducing obesity, “[o]ne study estimated that a ban on fast-food advertising on children’s television programs could reduce the number of overweight children aged 3-11 years by 18% and the number of overweight adolescents aged 12-18 years by 14%.” Thus it appears that a ban on televised food marketing could have a significant impact on the prevalence of obesity and overweight among African-American, Hispanic and Native-American youth.

Another indication of the effectiveness of such a ban on televised marketing is the American experience with tobacco. Tobacco and obesity share many similarities: both threaten the life and health of the American people, and both market in particular to children, minorities, and the poor. Thus, it is not surprising that even the CDC has looked to tobacco as a model for responding to obesity. Studies show that smoking declined as a result of advertising bans on tobacco. This suggests that a ban on junk food advertising to children may cause a similar decline in the prevalence of obesity.

B. Land Use Planning

1. Background on Land Use Planning

Creative land use planning can also be a formidable legislative weapon in fighting childhood obesity among children of color by addressing two of the neighbor-based causes of adiposity in these communities. Regulation of land use in the U.S. mainly falls within the sphere of local governments. Although there are some state and federal rules concerning land use which local governments must comply with, cities and counties control zoning and land use laws within their legal boundaries. Land use regulations vary significantly not just between states, but between counties and cities within states, as a result of this local control.

The modern tendency is to require municipalities to develop comprehensive land use plans, known as “general plans.” The purpose of these general plans is to identify goals for future land use and to avoid irrational development. Comprehensive plans can include broad policy goals as well as more detailed programs and initiatives for implementing these goals. The requirements for such plans vary by state, but many address such topics as housing, safety, conservation, noise, open space, and transportation. Many states require that land development
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and land use ordinances be consistent with a municipality’s general plan. Thus, comprehensive plans are essential to a city or county’s growth and development.

Local governing bodies can control land use through the implementation of zoning laws. Although zoning laws are often complex and diverse, generally speaking,

[z]oning is the division of a community into districts and the application of different requirements in each of those districts. Zoning determines what is permissible to build on a given parcel of land—its height, bulk, location on the parcel, design, and use. Zoning can allow for great or limited flexibility in the type of use allowed in a particular area.

Traditionally, “use zoning” divided land into districts and then designated each district for a particular use: industrial, commercial, residential, or mixed-use. These designations can make use zoning rigid and inflexible. However, other zoning techniques, such as “performance zoning” or “conditional zoning” can provide a greater amount of flexibility. Conditional zoning allows cities or counties to rezone individual tracts of land, designating new or different restrictions on a parcel-by-parcel basis, rather than a district-wide basis. Performance zoning allows local governments to supplement other zoning laws by designating performance standards for land use, thus further restricting land use in a given location. Through the use of different zoning techniques, cities and counties have the authority and ability to shape local land use.

2. Why Reform of Current Land Use Planning Practices is Necessary

Changes to comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances are necessary to address overweight and obesity amongst African-American, Native-American, and Hispanic youth. As described in detail above, minority children live in neighborhoods with a greater concentration of fast-food restaurants and fewer grocery stores, as compared to white children. Lower access to fresh fruits and vegetables and a prevalence of unhealthy food outlets have been linked to childhood adiposity. On top of this nutritional disadvantage, predominately minority neighborhoods have fewer parks, fewer playgrounds and other recreational facilities, and higher levels of violence, than do white neighborhoods. Studies show that the U.S. is becoming increasingly residentially segregated, which suggests that current housing and residency patterns will not automatically correct these disparities. Furthermore, given the relative permanence of a neighborhood’s physical structures and facilities, a concerted effort is essential to transform the built environment. Finally, there is no evidence to suggest that unhealthy eating establishments will voluntarily withdraw from minority communities, or that grocery stores will install
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themselves in neighborhoods they have so far avoided. If the neighborhood-based root causes of adiposity among minority youth are to change, this change will have to come as the result of governmental leadership.

Fortunately, local governments are not powerless to address these neighborhood-level contributors to overweight; counties and municipalities can undertake to correct both the nutritionally toxic environment and the structural barriers to physical activity through amending their general plans and zoning regulations. Local governments are better situated to address these concerns than federal or state governments not only because they have the authority to regulate local land use planning, but also because they are the closest to the problem, allowing them to better understand the needs of their communities. By studying their neighborhoods and soliciting community involvement, local lawmakers can pinpoint specific shortcomings and needs and tailor their land use planning to address these directly.

3. Proposals for Reform

Local governments have the power to amend general plans and zone land use in order to promote and protect public health. The United States Supreme Court has upheld zoning ordinances designed to support public health, safety, and welfare. Local land use planning that bears a rational relationship to these legitimate governmental purposes is a proper exercise of the government’s police power. Accordingly, scholars, legislators, and even the CDC have concluded that land planning ordinances may be used to combat obesity. In particular, it has been theorized that land use planning, in the form of both zoning and comprehensive plans, could simultaneously address problems of food access and built environment.

Local governments can begin to address built environment and food access concerns through the incorporation of public health goals, programs, and initiatives in their comprehensive plans. With a few notable exceptions, such as hospitals, disaster planning, and sanitation, comprehensive plans have rarely addressed issues of public health. Depending on state law, this need not be the case. Comprehensive plans could be written to include such broader goals as maximizing walkability, minimizing access to unhealthy food, increasing access to fresh produce, preventing and reducing crime, and improving pedestrian and automobile traffic safety. More specific initiatives that seek to address the leading racial disparities in built environments that inhibit healthy behaviors could also be incorporated in a general plan. For example, individuals in minority neighborhoods report fewer opportunities for physical activity; a municipality could include a program to increase sidewalk size, create bicycle paths and lanes, and convert vacant lots into parks or playgrounds thereby encouraging physical activity. An initiative aimed at reviewing new building and restoration plans for ways to decrease crime might also address higher levels of violence in communities of color that discourage exercise outdoors. Concerns about traffic safety have been noted in the research as further inhibiting physical activity, which could potentially be tackled through amending a general plan to incorporate the goal of increasing
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the number of traffic signals, speed bumps, etc. 218 Municipalities can employ land use planning to combat neighborhood-based causes of childhood obesity by modifying their comprehensive plan to address built environment and food access challenges.

Zoning regulations can also be used to reduce and prevent overweight and obesity by improving access to healthy foods. Local governments can use zoning or conditional zoning in order to improve access to grocery stores, fresh produce, and healthy foods and beverages. For example, a city or county might improve food access by opening all districts up to grocery stores and farmers markets, including residential, commercial, industrial, and mixed-use districts. 219 A local government could target specific communities through the use of conditional zoning. By rezoning particular tracts of land and opening individual parcels up to use by grocery stores or farmers markets, a city or county may be able to address food access problems in particular neighborhoods. Through re-zoning, local governments can remove barriers to the entry of healthful food establishments into particular neighborhoods. This is a necessary condition precedent to improving access to healthy foods in communities of color. However, it may not be sufficient—more may be required. If a change in zoning laws alone does not result in an influx of grocery stores or farmers markets, municipalities and state governments may need to consider other incentives, such as preferential tax status, building loans or grants, etc.

Local governments can combat the obesity epidemic by using zoning laws to limit access to fast-food restaurants and unhealthy food outlets. This may be done either through use zoning or performance zoning. Use zoning could reduce the availability of unhealthy food by banning fast-food outlets in certain districts, especially residential, commercial, or mixed-use districts. 220 However, less drastic methods such as “zoning the density of fast food outlets through per unit space or through spacing requirements” could also reduce access to unhealthy food outlets. 221 By setting performance standards that would effectively exclude or limit the prevalence of fast-food restaurants, performance zoning could also be an effective tool in the fight against overweight and obesity.

4. Potential for Success

While more studies are needed, available research indicates that land use planning can have an impact on eating and exercise habits, thereby affecting childhood obesity. For example, one study found that with every additional grocery store in African-American neighborhoods, there was a corresponding increase of thirty-two percent in the consumption of fruits and vegetables amongst the local population. 222 Another study demonstrated that “increasing the number of supermarkets in underserved neighbor[hood]s (sic) . . . resulted in lower food prices,” thereby increasing access. 223 Finally, there is some support for the idea that changes to the built environment can lead to increased physical activity among children and adolescents:

Several experts in the fields of planning, transportation, physical activity, and health [while] . . . [r]ecognizing that there are some inconsistent findings . . .
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conclude that (1) areas with mixed land use, greater residential and commercial densities, grid street networks, and sidewalks are associated with more walking, biking, and public transportation usage; and (2) children with access to parks, recreation facilities, and programs are more physically active than children without access.\textsuperscript{224}

Thus, land use planning is a potentially powerful tool in the battle against childhood obesity.

While land use planning is predominantly the purview of local governments, state and federal legislators may be able to aid local efforts. One of the practical obstacles to success in land use planning is a lack of political initiative at the local level. Although a few municipalities have already undertaken their own efforts like those described above, the vast majority have not. Whatever the impediments to action have been, states can hasten the process of reform by requiring all comprehensive plans to address public health matters while simultaneously mandating that land use ordinances be consistent with general plans. Both states and the federal government should help make the amendment process effective by providing resources, information, and guides to addressing food access and built environment disparities through land use. Finally, attracting more grocery stores and farmers’ markets, in addition to making changes to the built environment, may require financial and structural resources well beyond the capacity of most municipalities. Congress and state legislatures should undertake to provide the incentives and finances necessary to help translate innovation in land use planning into real changes to physical landscapes and the actual use of land.

\textbf{C. Physical Education Requirements}

1. The Current State of Physical Education across the United States

Reforming current physical education requirements may increase physical activity among children and lead to a decrease in overweight and obesity; given the racial disparities in the quality and quantity of physical education, federal regulation of P.E. would address one of the school-based contributors to the racial gap. Physical education standards and requirements are currently regulated almost exclusively at the state or district level. Although organized P.E. classes first developed “during World War I in response to federal legislation requiring the improvement of physical education in schools,”\textsuperscript{225} since that time, the federal government has left physical education standards mostly to state and local governments.\textsuperscript{226} However, both the executive and legislative branches of the federal government have been involved in offering financial and informational support for state and local policymakers. The President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sport is involved in developing and disseminating resources pertaining to physical activity, including programs to be used in P.E. classes.\textsuperscript{227} The CDC and the U.S. Department of Education offer financial assistance to state and local health agencies and
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community organizations to improve and expand physical education. Thus, the federal government plays a supporting role in the regulation of physical education.

Requirements for quantity and quality of physical education vary by state, and sometimes within states. The CDC reports that the amount of P.E. mandated fluctuates greatly by state:

Many states mandate some level of PE in schools: 36 states mandate PE for elementary-school students, 33 states mandate PE for middle-school students, and 42 states mandate PE for high-school students. However, to what extent these requirements are enforced is unclear, and only two states (Louisiana and New Jersey) mandate the recommended >150 minutes per week of PE classes.

A minority of states do not appear to require any physical education whatsoever, whereas a few mandate the entire recommended amount; most states fall somewhere between these two extremes, requiring some quantity of P.E. that falls short of recommended levels. The extent to which those states mandating P.E. support monitor and enforce these requirements also varies. Recent data collected by the CDC reveals that thirty-two states offer some form of professional development for P.E. teachers, twenty states include P.E. when conducting onsite school reviews for compliance with educational standards, thirteen states require written reports from school districts documenting compliance with P.E. requirements, and only three states include P.E. as part of statewide testing. P.E. requirements and enforcement do not just differ between states; there is also substantial variation within states. For example, the CDC reported that some local school districts have chosen to implement higher standards and enforcement mechanisms than required by state law, while other districts fail to comply with even the minimal requirements of their state. Thus, the quality and quantity standards for P.E. vary significantly between and within states.

Legislative efforts to increase the quantity and improve the quality of P.E. also differ along state lines. Since 2003, as many as twenty-seven states have enacted legislation meant to address school physical education and activity requirements. However, these legislative responses are far from uniform. Although an examination of each of these bills is outside the scope of this paper, it is worth noting that despite this recent activity, nearly fifty percent of states have not touched their P.E. requirements in over a decade.

2. Why Federal Reform is Imperative

While either state or federal legislation could theoretically address racial disparities in physical education effectively; in reality, federal standards are likely necessary. Because education has long been considered the province of local and state governments, P.E. requirements vary widely between states and within states. It was almost a century ago that Congress directed states to address physical education in schools. In that time, no consensus has
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prevailed. Today, seventeen states still do not require any P.E. in middle schools and only two states require the recommended 150 minutes of physical activity per week. Both the lack of uniformity between states and the inadequacy of P.E. requirements across states expose the need for federal intervention.

Federal legislation mandating a higher quality and quantity of physical education is necessary in order to address childhood obesity and overweight among African-American, Hispanic, and Native-American youth in particular. As described in greater detail in Part IV(A)(III) above, participation in physical education has dropped markedly over the last three decades, coinciding with the rise in childhood obesity. This decline has impacted students of minority racial backgrounds more than it has white students. Studies demonstrate that both the amount of time spent in P.E. class as well as the vigor of the physical activity engaged in during that time is lower for minority students as compared with their white counterparts. The racial disparities in school-sponsored physical activity do not end with the close of the school day. Rather, minority students attend schools with fewer sports teams and thus participate in school sports at lower rates. Because states historically have taken radically different approaches to issues of racial inequality, the Federal Government has assumed the lead in fighting racial disparities in housing, voting, employment, and education. Federal involvement in ending racial disparities both in childhood obesity generally, and in physical education and school sports more particularly, may be a necessary extension of this historical role.

Moreover, federal legislation is necessary to reverse the impact that No Child Left Behind (“NCLB”) has had on physical education. Part of the recent decline in minority participation in both P.E. and school sports is likely attributable to the effects of No Child Left Behind. NCLB requires all districts and schools receiving Title I funds to meet “adequate yearly progress” goals set by their states. Schools that fail to meet these goals two or more years in a row face increasing penalties and sanctions. This framework, which was intended to establish more accountability and uniformity across schools, has been the subject of fierce debate both in the educational and political realms. Putting aside the merits or flaws of NCLB as it pertains to academic achievement, anecdotal evidence suggests that it has had an obvious impact on physical education, especially as it pertains to minority students. To accommodate rigorous testing standards, many schools have reduced the amount of time students spend in P.E. or turned P.E. into additional test preparation time. This effect has likely been greater in minority-majority schools that have historically struggled with academic achievement. As NCLB is national in scope, an effective response to its impact on P.E. should also have nationwide reach, thus requiring federal legislation.

Practical obstacles to action at the state level also militate in favor of federal legislation. A study of state legislative activity in the realm of physical education noted that bills in state
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legislatures focusing on P.E. requirements encountered substantial political resistance and passed in less than one-in-five cases.\textsuperscript{241} While a federal bill may also be met with opposition, marshaling the resources necessary for one successful national campaign may prove easier than executing fifty successful local operations simultaneously.\textsuperscript{242} Furthermore, in order to be effective, dramatic changes to physical education programs are going to require significant financial and structural support. With many state and local governments facing large fiscal deficits and cuts to their education budgets, federal financial support is vital. Given these obstacles, if any nationally uniform standards are to prevail, they will likely have to come as a result of federal mandate and not through state-level experimentation.

3. Proposals for Reform

The wide variation in state P.E. standards has not gone unnoticed; “[i]n response to the apparent inability of states to reach a consensus on the issue of physical education, an amendment to the No Child Left Behind Act (“NCLB”) was recently proposed at the federal level.”\textsuperscript{243} The amendment, known as the Fitness Integrated with Teaching Kids Act, H.R. 1585, or “FIT” Kids Act, seeks to use the already existing NCLB framework to increase both the quantity and quality of physical education students receive.\textsuperscript{244} The Act seeks to accomplish these objectives through three main mechanisms: it provides for the collection and dissemination of information pertaining to the quantity and quality of physical education in schools, at the local and state levels; it mandates more research into physical education and childhood obesity; and it instructs the Secretary of Education to develop and promulgate best practices.\textsuperscript{245} The FIT Kids Act was passed by the U.S. House of Representatives and referred to the U.S. Senate on April 21, 2010.\textsuperscript{246} The following day the Bill was received by the Senate and referred to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions, where it remains at the time of this writing.\textsuperscript{247}

First, the Act mandates that local educational agencies in states receiving federal funds under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 compile and provide to the public a variety of information pertaining to healthy eating, physical education, and physical activity.\textsuperscript{248} Specifically, these agencies must post on their website, or otherwise make available, the CDC guidelines\textsuperscript{249} that recommend that children engage in sixty minutes or more of moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity each day.\textsuperscript{250} The agencies must also specify how much time children in their districts are required to spend in physical education and take the extra step of
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comparing their physical education curriculum to either CDC standards or state-adopted standards. In addition to making this information publicly available, the local education agency must supply this information to the state education agency directly, and must assist each school within its territory with disseminating this information to the families enrolled in their school. Schools must further include a description of their physical education facilities in materials distributed to parents and students. By promoting the dissemination of information and training to parents and the public, the FIT Kids Act seeks to engage families in the fight to reform P.E.

The FIT Kids Act also mandates further research into the connection between physical education and childhood obesity. Section four of the Act directs the Secretary of Education to enter into a contract with the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences to study and make recommendations regarding:

(A) various means that may be employed to incorporate physical activity into elementary school and secondary school settings, and before- and after-school programs; (B) innovative and effective ways to increase physical activity for all students in kindergarten through grade 12; and (C) efforts to encourage the participation of students with disabilities in physical education programs and the types of accommodations used to increase the participation of such students; (2) study the impact of health, level of physical activity, and amount of physical education on students’ ability to learn and maximize performance in school.

The Secretary of Education is also directed to conduct a study of the types, frequency and duration of student participation in physical education and intramural sports in public schools across the U.S.

Finally, the Act seeks to meet its goal of increasing the quantity and quality of physical education in public schools by providing for the dissemination of best practices. The Secretary of Education must supply state and local educational agencies with best practices for physical education and activity. Under the Act this information must not only include suggestions for meeting the CDC guidelines, but must also identify and address common challenges to implementing these best practices. Finally, the best practices are to be updated after the results of the studies performed under Section Four have been concluded.

4. The Limitations of the FIT Kids Act and its Potential for Success

Effective amendments to physical education requirements have the potential to greatly
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impact childhood obesity universally. Available research indicates that increasing physical education and school-sponsored sports participation would both increase physical fitness and decrease adiposity among children and adolescents. After reviewing fourteen different studies, the CDC concluded that,

school-based PE was effective in increasing levels of physical activity and improving physical fitness. The review included studies of interventions that increased the amount of time spent in PE classes, the amount of time students are active during PE classes, or the amount of moderate or vigorous physical activity (MVPA) students engage in during PE classes. Most studies that correlated school-based PE classes and the physical activity and fitness of students focused on the quality and duration of PE classes (e.g., the amount of physical activity during class, the amount of MVPA) rather than simply whether PE was required. However, requiring that PE classes be taught in schools is a necessary minimum condition for measuring the effectiveness of efforts to improve school-based PE class curricula.260

Furthermore, the studies revealed that modifications to physical education curricula increased physical activity among children regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, or geographic location.261 Research has also shown that participation in after-school activities, such as sports, can decrease body fat and increase cardiovascular health among children and adolescents.262 These findings were strong enough to lead both the American Diabetes Association and the CDC to recommend changes to school physical activity environments.263 Federal standards addressing the quality and quantity of physical education can help reduce rates of overweight and obesity among Native-American, Hispanic, and African-American youth by tackling one of the school-based causes of adiposity in these children.

The FIT Kids Act, as written, fails to capitalize fully on the potential of physical education reform; with some alterations, the Act could have a far greater impact than it currently promises. To begin, section four of the bill, which mandates two separate studies on this topic, should include a directive that both the Secretary of Education and the National Research Counsel document and study racial disparities in access to and quality of physical education and intramural sports. Specifically, these studies should be directed to examine and give recommendations regarding the frequency, duration and intensity of physical education classes and school sport participation. Particular emphasis should be placed on identifying causes of racial disparities in this realm, such as insufficient funding, teacher shortages, inadequate teacher training, a dearth of facilities or equipment, and the corrosive influence of NCLB testing standards, etc. In order to truly appreciate the link between physical education and rising levels of childhood obesity, the studies must seek to understand the origins of racial disparities in this realm. Further, under section five, the Secretary of Education is responsible for adjusting best practices in accordance with the findings of this research. Only if researchers are directed to focus on racial disparities can we determine whether best practices vary according to school environment or population.

The FIT Kids Act currently does little to actually reform existing physical education
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requirements. Section three, which provides for the collection and dissemination of information pertaining to physical education and activity at the school, district, and state level, does not go far enough. It may be that some states or districts will amend their P.E. requirements as a consequence of this section, but that is nothing more than a “maybe.” In order to realize the potential impact of physical education reform on the reduction of childhood adiposity, section three should also establish the CDC recommendations as a national goal, thus preempting state requirements. To ensure that this goal is more than a mere aspiration, the FIT Kids Act should give states the option to either forgo Title I funds or to incorporate physical education and intramural sports into their existing NCLB standards-based framework. The receipt of these funds should be conditioned on states establishing yearly proficiency goals for the quantity and quality of P.E. children receive, which should build annually toward the national target of 60 minutes of moderate-intense aerobic physical activity each day. Under this framework, states would retain the responsibility for creating and implementing assessments to track school performance as they track academic achievement under NCLB. Further, this approach should share NCLB’s emphasis on tracking and improving performance among minority students in particular. Finally, the FIT Kids Act should support state efforts to reach this national goal by providing additional funding for teacher training, equipment, structural expansion, and insurance.

These suggested modifications to section three of the FIT Kids Act strike an appropriate balance between federal and state involvement, while capitalizing on the potential of P.E. As the CDC noted, requiring that physical education be taught is a “necessary minimum condition” for realizing the positive effects of P.E. on levels of physical activity and obesity among youth.264 Under the structure suggested in this article, the FIT Kids Act would in fact meet this prerequisite, although it fails to do so in its current form. Congress must take the lead in establishing uniform vigorous standards because the states have historically failed to do so. Additionally, federal financial resources are necessary where that state and schools district funds are finite. Because states are more familiar with the structural, personnel, and fiscal limitations of their schools, they are in a better position to craft yearly incremental goals that advance towards the CDC recommendations; states are similarly well-situated to develop and implement assessments that measure their progress. Thus physical education reform will be most effective in fighting the racial gap in childhood obesity if it involves a partnership between state and federal governments like the modified FIT Kids Act proposed here does.

V. CONCLUSION

Childhood obesity is a complex and costly problem. The prevalence of overweight and obesity among American children is not merely a matter of caloric imbalance. Rather, environmental, social, and behavioral factors all play a role in contributing to this burgeoning epidemic. The costs and consequences of childhood obesity are nearly as diffuse and numerous as its causes. Adiposity in youth can have serious effects on a child’s physical health, his or her psychological and social well-being, and on the likelihood that he or she remains overweight and obese into adulthood. Accordingly, childhood obesity has garnered incredible attention from the public at large, as well as from legislators and policymakers.

Despite popular and political awareness of the obesity epidemic, little attention has been paid to racial disparities in childhood obesity. This article attempts to rectify that glaring omission by seeking to understand the contributors to the racial gap and to identify the legislative
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proposals most likely to address those particular causes. Research demonstrates that school-based, neighborhood-based, and family-based causes all contribute to higher rates of overweight and obesity among children of color. While no single legislative response will be the panacea for all of these factors, federal, state and local governments can work together to reduce overweight and obesity among African-American, Hispanic, and Native-American youth. A federal ban on television marketing of food to children, local land-use planning to address food access and built environment concerns, and national physical education requirements directly address the causes of childhood obesity that disproportionately impact communities of color. If legislators are to be successful in reducing rates of childhood overweight and obesity across the board, they must not overlook racial disparities. Finding and implementing effective solutions for African-American, Hispanic, and Native-American children is essential to attaining universal results in the fight against obesity.